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Common fixed point theorems via CLRg Property
in complete fizzy rnetric-like spaces.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper, we introduce CLRg property for common fixed point mapping
and common fixed poirrt in fuzzv metric-like space. Our results gerreralize the receut
result many other known results.
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1 Introduction
In 1965 Zadeh [1] introduced the notion of fuzzy sets. Since that time a substantial literature
Iia.s developed on this subject, Fixed point theory is one of the most famous mathematical
theories with application in several branches of science, especially in chaos theory game
theory, nonlinear programming, economics, theory of differential equations, and so forth.

In 1981 Heilpeur [2] introduced fixed point theory in fuzzy metric spaces has been
developed starting with the work. He introduced the concept of fuzz1' mappings and proved
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some fixed point theorems for fizzy contraction mappings in metric linear space, which
is a fuzzy exteusion of the Banachs contraction principle. Subsequently several authors
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have studied existence of fixed points of fuzzy mappings. Butnariu [8] also
proved some useful fixed point results for ftzzy mappings. Badshah and Joshi [10] studied
and proved a common fixed point theorem for six mappings on f',tzzy metric spaces by using
notion of semicompatibility and reciprocal continuity of mappings satisfying a.n implicit
relation.

In this paper, we improve the definitions of Cauchy sequences and completeness of
fuzzy metric-like spaces introduccd by Shukla and Abbas [18] and provc common fixcd
point results. Our results generalize and extend several existing results of literature of fizzy
metric-like spaces. Some examples are presented which illustrate and show the significance
of our results.

2 Preliminaries

First, we recall some definitions about fuzzy metric and fuzzy metric-like spaces.

Definition 2.L. [1] A fuzzg set A in a nonempty set X is a function uith d,omain X arul
ualues in 10,ll.

Definition 2,2. [9] A continuous t-nonn is a binary operation * oz [0, 1] satisfying the
f o Llowing co nd,ition s :

(i) + is commutatiue and associatiue;

(ii) a+l: a Ior all a e [0, 1];

(iii) a,rb 1 c* d. wheneuer a ! c arul b < d,(a,b, c, d)inl}, tl;
(iu) the mapping r : [0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] is continuous.

In 1975, Kramosil ard Michalek [11] gave a notion of fuzzy metric space which could
be considered as a reformulation, in the fuzzy context, of the notion of probabilistic metric
space due to Menger [12].

Deffnition 2.3. [11] The triplet (X, M, *) is a Juzzy metric space, if X is an arbitrary
set, + is a continuous t-nortn and. M is a luzzy set in X2 >< l},l) satisfling the lollowing
cond,itions :

(KM7) M(r,a,o) :0;
(KM2) M@,y,t) :7 where t > O if and only if r : g;

(K M3) M (x, y,t) : M (s, r, t);
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(K Ma) M@,y,.) : (0, oc) -+ [0, 1] tu o continuous mapping;

(KM5) M(x,s,t)* M(s,z,s) < M(x,z,tt s)i

lor all x,y,z € X and s,t > O.

Definition 2.4. [13] A binary operation,r : [0, 1] x [0, t] -+ [0, t] is a conti,nuous t-norm iJ

{[0, 1], *] is an abelian topological monoi.d. with unit 1 such that a*b 1c*d, wheneuer a! c

and b < d, a,b, c, d e 10,71.
Thrce tyqticul eranples of t-nonns are u,tr,,,b = ruirr{o, b} (rnirirnutru t-nonn), a*ob: o'b

(product t-norm) anda*tb: max{a+b- 1,0} (Lukasiewicz t-norm). For at,a2,...,an e

lO,7) and n € N, ,he etpression ar*a2+... *an will be denoted. bA fl?=ta;.
Deffnition 2.5. [U] The triplet (X, M,*) is a fuzzy mctric spacc (in the sense of George

and Veemmani) if X is on arbitrary set, * is a continuous t-nonn and, M is a Juzzy set in
X2 x (0, m) satisfying the follotui.ng cond,itions:

(GVt) M(x,e,t) > o;

(GV2) M(r,y,t) :7 lor all t > 0 if, arul only if, x = s;

lGV3) M (x,y,t) : M (a, x,t):

(CV\ M@,y,t) * M(s, z,s) < M(x, z,t t s);

(GVb) M(r,a,.) : (0, m) -+ [0, 1] is a conti.nuous mapping;

for all n,y, z € X and s,t > O.

Here, ,4./ (endowed with *) is callcd a fuzzy metric on X. In some sources, i11(r, y, t)
is interpreted as the probability of the event in which the distance between r and y is less

tha^n or equal to ,. It is known that, for all r, g e X, M (r,y, .) is a nondecreasing function.
Several examples of fuzzy metric spaces can be found in George and Veeramani [14], Sapena

[15], Gregori, Morilla.s, and Sapena [f6] and Roldrin, Martnez-Moreno, and Roldan [17].

Definition 2.6. Let (X,M,+) be a (KM or GV) luzzy metric-like spoce. A sequence lx,.]'
in X is soid, to be conuergent to x e X if

)111M(x",x,t1 = r (1)

forallt>0.
Definition 2.7. Let(X,M,+) be a |-M -complete fuzzy metric-like space. A sequence {r,,}
in X is said to be conuergent G-Cauchy sequence if

]yyM(r",x",,",,t1 = 1 (2)

forallt>0ondmeN.
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Deffnition 2.8. l18J The triplet (X, fl *) is a fuzzy metric-like space iJ X is an arbitrar.y
set, * is a continuous t-nonn and F is a fuzzy set in X2 x (0, m) satisfying the Jollowing
cond,itions :

(FAtLt) F(t,s,t) > 0;

(FM L2) if F(r,y,t) :7 for all t ) 0 then, z : g',

@ Ar n) F @,y, t) : F(s, x, t);

(FM L4) F(r,y,t) * M(E, z, s) < F(x, z,t + s);

(FML\) F(t,A,.):(0,oo) -+ [0,r] zs a continuous mapping;

for all x,g,z € X and, s,t ) 0. Here F (end,oued with *) is called, a fuzzy metric-like on X.

3 Main results

Deffnition 3.L. Suppose that (X,d) is a metric space and, f,g : X -+ X. Tuo mappings f
and. g are said to satisfy lhe common limit in the range of g propertg i,f

lim /r" : lim gr,, : 9rn-+co n-+oo
(3)

forsomereX

In what follows, the common limit in the rangc of g property will be denotcd by the
(CLRg) property.

Next, we show exarlples of mappirgs f a,nd g which are satisfying the (CLRg) property.

Example 3.2. Let f : [0,m)]e th,e usu.al m.e.tri,c sTtace. De-fine J,g: X -+ X b.y f r: a:
i and gx : I for all x e X. Consid.er the sequence lz'.j - {f,}. Since

,,ltli/'" =,,lgo*" : o: go'

therefore f and g satisfy the (CLR7) property.

Example 3.3. Let X : [0, oo)be the usual metric space. Define f ,g
and. gx :2r for all a e X. Consi.d.er the sequence {u"}: {1 + *}.

,!g/,,: jgo,":): st,

thereJore f and g satisfy the (CLR7) property.

(4)

X-+Xbyfx:rll
Since

(5)
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In a similar mode, two self-mappings / and g of a htzzy rr,eftic space (X, M, *) satisfy
the (CLRg) property, if there exists a sequence 2,, in X such lhat fr^ and gr,. converge to
gz for some z € X in the sense of Definition 1.7.

Theorem 3,4. Let (X, M, +) be a K M -fuzzy metric-like space sdtisfying the following prop-

erty:
Yx,y e X,x * V,1t > O:0 < M(r,y,t) < l, (6)

and let !,g be weakly compatible selJ-mappings of X such that, for some g € Q,

M (fu , f y,t) > e(min{M (sx,sy,t), M (f x, w,t),
M (Jy, sy,t), M (Jy, sr,t), M ([r, ss,t)]) (7)

for all x,g e X, wheret>0. Il I andg satisly the (CLRg) property, then f andg haue a

unique con'Lmon rtred point.

proof Since / and 9 satisfy the (CLRg) property, there exists a sequence {2"} in X
such that 

,rgg /2, : ry1s.'' : sr (8)

for some r e X. Let t be a continuity point of (X, M, *). Then

M (f x", ! x, t) > g(min{M (sr^,sa, t), M (J x., sr", t),
M (Jx, w,t), M (f x, sr",t), M (f x", sx,t)|) (9)

for all n € N. By making n -+ m, wc have

M(gt, f x,t) > g(min{M(sc,sr,t), M(w,sx,t),
M(Jq sx,t), M(f r,sr,t), M(sr,sx,t)|)

= e(min{1, 1, M(sr, f x,t), M(sx, Ir,t)))
e(M(sr, f r,t)) (10)

for cvcry t > 0. Wc claim that p: Jt. If not, thcn

3t6 > 0:0 < M(gx, ft,,tn) <t. (11)

It follows from the condition of (92) that g(M(gx, f x,ts)) > M(gr., f r,to), which is a
contradiction. Thcrcforc gx: Jt.

Next, we let z = fr: 9c. Since / and g are weakly compatible mappings, Jgr: gft
which implies that

fz: f sr,: sfx = sz. (12)

OCMMSE ISBN: 978-8+697-7861-6
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We clainr lhat f z: z. Assume not, then by (6), it implies that 0 < M(lz,z,t1) < I for
some t1 ) 0. By condition of (92), we have 9(M(f z,z,t1)) > M(f z,z,t1). Using condition
(7) again, we get

M(fz,z,t): M(fz,fr,t)
> g(min{M (sz,sx,t), M (f z,sz,t),

M(f x,w,t), M(!r, sz,t), M(f z,sx,t)|)
-- e(min{ M (s z, ga, t), 7, 7, M (f x, s z, t), M (f z, s x, t)})
: egfin{M (f z, J t, t), 1, 1, M (f x, ! z, t), M (f z, f x, t)})
-- e (min\ M ( | z, f z, t), t, t, M ( f z, f x, t), M ( f z, f r, t)\)
: e@ffz,fr,t))
: e(M(f z,z,t)) (13)

for all t > 0, which is a contradicti<.rn . Hence f z: z, that is, z: J z: 92. Theref<.rre z is a
common fixed point of / and 9.

For the uniqueness of a common fixed point, we suppose that ar is another common
fixed point in which u I z. It follows from condition (6) that there exists t2 ) 0 such that
O < M(u,z,t2) ( 1. Since M(w,z,t2) € (0, 1), we have p(M(u,z,t2)) > M(w,z,t2) by
virtue of (92). Flom (7), we have

M(z,w,t): M(fz,Jw,t)
> e(min{M (s z,sw, t), M (f z,s z,t),

M(f w, su,t), M(Jw,sz,t), M(f z, su,t)|)
: e(lr.in{M (2, w, t), r, r, M (w, z,t), M (2, u, t)})
: e(M(z,w,t)) (14)

for all t > 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, it must be the case that rl : z which
implies that / and 9 have a unique a common fixed point. This finishes the proof.

Example 3.5. Let X : (0, m) arul, for each fr,y e X and. t > 0,

AI (x, y, t) = min{z,y}. (15)

It is well known that (X,M,al) is a GV -fuzzy metric space. If the mappings f,g : X -+ X
arc d'cfined, on X through /r: rl and gx : r+, thcn the range of g is (0,@) which is not a
closed' subspace of X. so cannot be used Jor this case. It is easy to see that the mappings f
and g satisfy the (cLfu) properry with a sequence {2"}: {t + }}. Therefore all hypotiesis
of the aboae theoretn holds, with 9$) : t lor t e (0,1). Their ciimmon Jixed. point is x :1.
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Corollary 3,6. Let (X,M,*) be a K M -Juzzy metric-like space satislying the lollouing
property:

Yt,y € X,r * U,1t > O:0 < M(t,g,t) < 7, (16)

and let f ,g be ueakly compatible seff-mapping of X such that, Jor some g e O,

M(ft,fe,t) 2 e@in{M(sc,gy,t),M(lx,gt,t), (17)

M(f y,ss,t),M(fs,sx,t),M(f x,sy,t)\) (18)

for all c,y in X, whcrc t > O. Il f and g sotisly E.A. propcrty arul the mng ol g is a closctl
subspace oJ X, then f and g haue a unique common fied, point.

Proo/. Since / and 9 satisfy .8..A property, there exists a sequence {x"} e X such that

"$/c":1im 
92,": z (19)

for some u e X- It follows from 9X being a closed subspace of X that u : 9, for some
z € X and then f a.nd 9 satisfy the (CLRg) property. By Theorem 3.4, rve get that / and
g have a unique common fixed point. tr

Corollary 3,7. Let (X,M,+) be a K M -Juzzy metric-like space satisjying the Jollowing
properiy:

Yc,y e X,r *U,1t>0:0 < M(r,y,t) <1, (20)

and let f ,g be weakly compatible self-mapping of X such that, Jor some I e O,

M(f r, f s,t) > e(M) (2r)

for all x,y € X uhere t > 0 and,

M e {M (sr,sy, t), M (f r, $,t), M (f s,sy, t), M (l a, sx, t), M (f x,sy, t)\. (22)

If J and g sutisJy (CLR7) prvperty, therr f urtd g lruae a urique com,rnon fixed poird.

Proof. As g is nondecreasing and

M > milr{M (sr, sy, t), M (f r,sr,t), M (f y,sy, t), M (J y, w, t), M (J n,sy, t)}, (23)

for M e {M(sx,sy,t),M(f x,sr,t),lvt(fy,sy,t),M(fy,sx,t),M(f x,es,t)}, we have

e(M)> e@inlM(sx,sy,t),M(fx,w,t),M(ly,ss,t),n[Uy,w,t),M(Jx,sy,t)]). (z+)

So inequality (21) implies that

M(f x,fy,t) > e(min{M(sa,sy,t),M(f x,sx,t), (25)

nrffy, sy,t), M (Jy, w,t), M (f x, sy,t)|). (26)

By Theorem 3.4, we get / and g have a unique common fixed point. D

OCMMSE lSBN: 978-84-697-7861-6
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It (X, M,*) is a hnzy metric space in the sense of George and Veerama.ni, then some
of the hypotheses in the preceding theorem can be relaxed.

Theorem 3.8. Let (X, M,*) be a GV-Juzzy metric-like space and f ,g ueakly compatible
self-mappings of X such that, for some g e @,

M(f x, fy,t) > e(min{M (st,sy,t), M (fr, w,t),
M (f y, sy,t), M(Jy, sx,t), M (Jx, sy,t)]) (27)

for all x,yinX, where t > O. If f arul g satisfy the (CLR7) property, then f and g haue a
unique common f:red point.

ProoJ. It follows from / and 9 satisfying the (CLRg) property that we can find a sequence
,n in X such that

-)ip- /2,. : lim szn : gr (28)

forsomez€X
Let t be a continuity point of (X, M, *). Then

M (f x", f t, t) > g(mir{M (sx",s, t), M (J x",sxn, t),
M(f r,sx,t), M(f x,sr.,t), M(f x",sr,t)j) (2e)

for all n e N. By taking the limit as ?x -) m in (29), we have

M (sx, Jx,t) > e(min{M (sr,sx,t), M(sx,sx,t),
M(Jr, sx,t), M(Jt, sr,t), M(w,sa,t)|).

= e(min{1,1, M(w, f x,t),M(sx, /r, r), r})_ ee,r(sr, f r,,t)) (30)

for every t > 0. Now, we show that 9r : ft. lf p f Jt, then from (GV-l) and (GV-2),

0<M(sx,fx,t)<t (31)

for all t > 0. Flom condition ot (92),g(M(gx, f z,t)) > M(gr,fn,t), which is a contradic-
tion. Hence gx: [r.

Similarly in the proof of Theorem 3.4, by denoting a point /r(: gr) by z. Since / and
g are weally compatible mappings, Jgx: gf r which implies that f z: gz.

Next, we will show ttrat Jz: z. We will suppose that f z I z. By (GV-1) and (GV_2),
it implies that 0 < M(Jz,z,t) < I for all r > 0. By (92), we know that g(M(f z,z,t)) >

ocMMsE ISBN: 97e8+697-786r-6
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M(f z,z,t). It follows from condition 27 that

M(fz,z't): M(lz, f x,t) (32)

> g(min{M (s z,st, t), M (f z, s z,t),
AI(Jx,w,t), M(f r,sz,t), M (f z, sx,t)\).

:,p!nir,{M (s z, s x, t), r, t, M ( f t, s z, t), M ( f z, s, t)})
: e(min{M (f z, f n, t), t, L, M (f t, f z, t), M (f z, J n, t)})
: e(min{M ( f z, I r, t), t, r, M (f z, f t, t), M ( J z, t r, t)})
: s(rrr(fz, Jr,t))
: e(M$z,z,t)) (33)

for all t > 0, which is contradicting the abovc inequality. Therefore Jz: z, and thcn
z = f z:92. Consequently, / and g have a common fixed point that is z.

Finally, wc will prove that a common fixcd point of / and g is unique. Let us suppose
that w is a common fixed point of / and g in which u I z. lt follows from condition of
(GV-l) and (GV-2) that for every t ) 0, we have MQt,z,t) € (0, 1) which implies that
9(M(u,z,t)) > M(u;,2,t). On the other hand, we know that

M(z,w,t) : M(lz,lu,t) (34)

> g(mnr{M(sz,sw,t), M(f z,sz,t),
M (f w, sw, t), M (f w, sz,t), M (f z, su,t)\)

: e(minlM(z,w,t),7,r, M(w, f z,t), M(z,u,t)j)
: eet[(z,w,t)) (3s)

for all t > 0, which is contradiction. Hence we conclude that u : z. It finishes the proof of
this theorem. !
Corollary 3.9. Let (X,M,*) be a GV -fuzzy netric space and f ,g ueakly compatible se[-
mappings of X such that, for some g e Q,

M(Jt, Jy,t) > e(min{M(sr,sy,t), M(f x,sr,t).
M(fy,ss,t),M(fy,sx,t),M(f r,ss,t)\). (s6)

JoraLlt,y€X,wheret>O.IffandgsatisfgE.A.propertyand.therangeofgisaclosed.
subspace oJ X, then I and g haue a unique common f,xed, point.

Proo/. Since / and 9 satisfy E.A. property, there exists a sequerce {o,,} e X satisfies

lirn (37)grlimJrn: u

ocMMsE ISBN: 97&84-697-786r-6
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for some ?, € X. It follows from gr being a closed subspace of X that there exists z € X
in which 2:9r. Therefore / and g satisfy the (CLRg) property. It follows from Theorem
3.8 that there exists a unique common fixed point of / and g. a

Corollary 8.LO. Let(X,M,+) be a GV -Juzzg metric space and !,g ueakly compatible self-
mappings of X such that, Jor some g e @,

M(f r, f y,t) > e(M) (38)

lor all r,g € X, where t > O and,

M e lM (sx,sy,t), M (f x,sx,t), M (f a,sy,t), M (fa,sx,t), M (f x,sy,t)\. (3e)

If f anrl g satisfy the (CLR7) properr.y, then J and g haue a u.n,iqtr.e common fied point.

Proof. Since g is rrondecreasing and

M > lmin{M (ex, sy, t), M (f r,sx, t), M (f s, ss, t), II U a, gx, t), M (J x, gv, t)], (40)

where

M e {M ($,sy, t), M (f x,s,t), M (f a,ss,t), M (la, w,t), M (t x,sy,t)}, (41)

we get

e(M)>e(min{M(sx,sy,t),M(fr,sx,t),M(fy,sy,t),M(fy,sx,t),M(fx,sy,t)l), (tz)

Now, we know that inequality 38 implies that

M(f x, fs,t) > egrlJlrr{M (eu,sy,t), M ([r,sr,t),
M(Jy,sy,t),M(Jy,sx,t),M(f z,sy,t)]). (43)

It follows from Theorem 3.8 that / and g have a unique common fixed point.
tr

Example 3.LL. Let X : (0, oo) end.owed, uith the standard, luzzy metric M associated, to
the Euclid,ean metric d.(x,g) : b - Al on X, that is M is giaen by

M(t,v,t):
{

0, t ,:0,
Effio, il t>0.

Then (X,M) is a FMS und,er * : min. Let f,g:X -+X be giuen, for allteX, by

ocr.4MsE ISBN: 978-84-697-786r-6
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t,
r)
,

iJ 0<r<7;
if l<x12, gr:
iJ x>2,

iJ O<r<7;
- 4x, if L<r<2,

i.f x>2,{i
Thc mappings I and, g arc weakly compatiblc mapping bccausc il fx: gx, thcn r € (1,2),
and, the equality a -- g - 4x: has as unique solution us: ?. lt this point, /gt|t : Slt|l
Furthermore, using that f and, g are continuous and, the sequence {rn : ff};1, we haue
that {fr"} ) guo and. {g""} -+ gao, so f and, g haue the CLR7 propertA. Il ue take

A(t): iJorallt>0, itis easy to show that J andg mify using N:7. Then, J ando
haue a unique common fced, point, which is c,,'6 : l.
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